
RICKMANSWORTH SCHOOL: LONG TERM CURRICULUM PLAN - FOOD & NUTRITION - YEAR 7
Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

Year Group: 7 Autumn Term 1
Rotation 1

World Food

Autumn Term 2
Rotation 1

Scones/Bread buns

Spring Term 1
Rotation 2

World Food

Spring Term 2
Rotation 2

Scones/Bread buns

Summer Term 1
Rotation 3

World Food

Summer Term 2
Rotation 3

Scones/Bread buns

Topic Name
Food and nutrition.
Food and cooking.

Pupils will develop their
knowledge and
understanding of
ingredients and healthy
eating.

Design
Make
Evaluate

Content

Health and safety
Introduction to parts of the cooker
Cooking techniques
Cooking of Food and heat
transfer
Selecting Appropriate methods

What do we want our students to
know?
Recall and apply the principles of
The Eatwell guide and the 8 tips for
healthy eating, to different world
foods

Discuss energy and how needs
change through life, food hygiene
and safety

Identify how and why people make
different food and drink choices

Demonstrate the knowledge,
understanding and skills needed to
engage in an iterative process of
planning and making

Use of different equipment to make
healthy chosen world food

Health and safety/ quality
points.
Product evaluation for all recipes
students have cooked
How to use the
oven, gas / electricity cooker safely
Responding to a brief
Planning, timing, safety and quality
points Equipment checklist

What are the skills?
Pupils will build on their learning in
knowledge and skills including;

The use of basic equipment and
tools, basic practical skills, origin
and simple functions of ingredients,
healthy eating and The Eatwell
Guide, food choice.

Competent use of specialist Kitchen
equipment.

Content

Health and safety
Cookware packaging. Encasing
Creating a menu
Task analysis
Existing menu analysis
Menu analysis (Choice of foods
Logos
Choice of foods
Evaluation

What do we want our students to
know?
Name the key nutrients, sources and
functions

Acquire and demonstrate a range of
food skills and techniques

Adapt and follow recipes using
appropriate ingredients and
equipment to prepare and cook a
range of flour products, increasing in
complexity

Acquire and demonstrate the
principles of food hygiene and safety

Acquire and apply a knowledge and
understanding of food science

Health and safety/ quality
points.
Planning for the Choice of foods
using a template
Health and safety/ quality
Product evaluation
How to use the
oven, gas / electricity cooker safely

What are the skills?
Use of basic equipment and tools,
basic practical skills, origin and
simple functions of ingredients,
healthy eating and The Eatwell
Guide, food choice.

Food provenance.
Accuracy in measuring. cooking
techniques.
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Creating a menu
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What do we want our students
to know?
Name the key nutrients, sources
and functions

Acquire and demonstrate a range
of food skills and techniques

Adapt and follow recipes using
appropriate ingredients and
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range of flour products,
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principles of food hygiene and
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Supporting all students in their learning journey to ‘know more, remember more and do more’.

Assessment Objectives
This is the knowledge, application
and skills assessed by the Big Test:
● To understand why we

undertake health and safety
rules

● To be able to describe and
identify the sections of the
eatwell guide.

● Cooking techniques
● To be able to explain the

different types of raising agents
used

Assessment Points in bread buns
project

Accuracy in measuring and cooking
techniques.
Adapting recipes for different life
stages.
Special diets, religion and food
choices.
Competent use of specialist Kitchen
equipment.
To be able to use interactive
resources and nutritional analysis.

Adapting recipes for different life
stages.  Special diets, religion and
food choices.
Competent use of specialist Kitchen
equipment.

Assessment Objectives
This is the knowledge, application
and skills assessed by the Big Test:
● To understand the basic uses of

equipment and tools, practical
skills, origin and simple
functions of ingredients, healthy
eating and The Eatwell Guide,
food choice

● To acquire and demonstrate a
range of food skills and
techniques and follow recipes
using appropriate ingredients
and equipment to prepare and
cook a range of dishes,
increasing in complexity

Assessment Points in Choice of
foods project

Accuracy in measuring and cooking
techniques.
Adapting recipes for different life
stages.
Competent use of specialist Kitchen
equipment.
Factors affecting food choice
Food marketing & labelling
influences
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Accuracy in measuring. cooking
techniques.
Adapting recipes for different life
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Assessment Objectives
This is the knowledge,
application and skills assessed by
the Big Test:
● To understand the basic uses

of equipment and tools,
practical skills, origin and
simple functions of
ingredients, healthy eating
and The Eatwell Guide, food
choice

● To acquire and demonstrate
a range of food skills and
techniques and follow
recipes using appropriate
ingredients and equipment
to prepare and cook a range
of dishes, increasing in
complexity

Assessment Points in Choice of
foods project

Accuracy in measuring and
cooking techniques.
Adapting recipes for different life
stages.
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Factors affecting food choice
Food marketing & labelling
influences

Extra-Curricular
opportunities

● KS3 Gardening club
● Prepare and cook food for local charities
● Off site visits
● Seasonal tasks - e.g Mince Pies to OAPs

Opportunities to
develop the whole
student
(Ricky R’s)

● Responsible - To enable students to appreciate the relevance of their learning, making links to the wider world.
● Respect – acknowledge and get inspiration from the work of others.
● Relationships- helping our young people to become genuine lifelong learners
● Resourceful - Develop personal qualities that will help students to achieve both at Rickmansworth School and then in their later lives
● Resilient - Prepare students to achieve their full potential in assessments at the end of the course, ensuring that there are clear links and progression in learning from one year to the next.
● Reflective – to foster enthusiasm for learning and promote intellectual curiosity.


